
Red Hat® Services
Bridge the gap

The value of Red Hat Services solutions

Rigid, manual workforce management
increases risk and expense

Flexible, automated systems allocate
work quickly and efficently

Automate workforce optimization
Increase business agility, customer satisfaction, and workforce efficiency 

with automated scheduling and routing systems.

• Reduce operating costs with fast, flexible, automated scheduling 
• Increase agility with tools that accelerate collaboration and business evolution
• Scale to meet growing demand and complexity with strategies that divide large problems into 

manageable solution sets
• Reduce time to resolution with fast, automated handling for changes in priorities and resources

• Gain more precise appointment time estimates and better technician availability with 
accurate scheduling

• Save time waiting for delayed technicians with shorter appointment windows 
• Get faster fixes with the right technology and tools to resolve tickets quickly with a single visit
• Receive better communication and updates with automated notifications directly from the technician

• Increase success rate with better ticket assignment, matching the problem to the right skills, tools, 
and parts

• Plan easier routes with optimized scheduling—for more efficient travel and faster customer service 
• Balance workloads across technicians with accurate, realistic schedule planning
• Provide better customer service with more dependable scheduling and shorter wait times
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Migrate off of expensive, proprietary systems 
and adopt open standards

Get started with Red Hat Services

Red Hat Consulting’s Automate Workforce Optimization solution addresses 
your most pressing business challenges and opportunities.

Red Hat Services considers not just the technology, but the people and processes in a customer’s organization, enabling 
them to deliver value faster and focus on tomorrow’s challenges. During a Red Hat Consulting engagement, customer 
teams are mentored on the technology while adopting and applying the methods and skills needed to sustain success into 
the future, after the engagement is over. Coupled with Red Hat Consulting, offerings from Red Hat Training and 
Certification prepare and further empower teams with role-based knowledge and hands-on training to better understand, 
support, and expand the solution.

Collaborate with teams and tools
Empower teams with tools and methods that simplify 
specification, improve accuracy, and accelerate change.

Integrate jobs and personnel

Tackle complex decisions with combined data from 
diverse systems to optimize job scheduling.

Automate constraints

Fully represent your business conditions in constraints 
that enable automatic evaluation and tuning for 
optimized plans.

Benchmark to achieve fresh insight
Optimize results with iterative testing across varying data 
and rules scenarios. Compare results across different 
configurations and data sets to uncover pain points.

Scale to meet large problem sets

Scale the business by dividing large problems into 
components that can be quickly updated and 
recalculated to provide the best combined results.

Review challenges, objectives, 
and drivers to define a strategy 
to create a smooth workforce 
routing system.

Launch an initial optimization 
capability to integrate data, 
define constraints, and 
benchmark historical data.

Increase capability and efficiency 
with added constraints, strategies 
that scale, and further adoption.
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